trans-Atlantic liners. An ingenious arrangement of balconies and rooms
gives outdoor enjoyment to indoor comfort. On the whole, here is a per-
formance that could not be, has not been, excelled anywhere* The build-
ing occupied by Pravda I saw as the more creditable of the 'modernistic'
attempts by the Russians. But7 because of its negative and unconstructive
precedents, such building is not for the Russians—it is too laborious a
stylization of too little spirit and small content. I see the Russians discon-
tented with less than something profound, when culture catches up—say,
in ten years.
The extensive Palace of Culture, a recreational centre for the studious
or artistically minded citizen, was better in many respects. It contains as
good a design for'an auditorium as I, a specialist in auditoriums, have ever
seen. The scope and extent of the whole is good in conception, not bad in
execution. I liked its architects. I will like their work better when it is
more like them, and that means more Russian in spirit and character.
Both architects are capable, invaluable to the Soviet as are many others
besides the friends I have mentioned. The Soviet scut more than four
hundred Russian architects to the Congress at Moscow, And invited many
from other countries.
Leningrad is to be, I take it, the Soviet showpiece in cities* Nikolsky
showed me his design for the new stadium at Leningrad; stadium
spaciously monumental, a broad treatment employing masses of trees in
an architectural way I liked much. A sensible relief from ponderous
masonry, it will be a fine work on a grand scale.
The Russian cinema has made its buildings the finest good-time places
for the people to be seen anywhere in the world. The Vesnins have de-
signed some of them* Coll^, my interpreter at the Congress, President of
the Architect's Society—the A.I.A. of the U.S.S.R.—has a fine sense of
proportion and style, at present leaning classic-ward, however* Alabyan,
President of the Congress, shows himself a competent designer in the new
theatre, giving some life to the old mode. And so it goes on, this tre-
mendous social construction that is calling upon Architecture for help and
direction. Competent architects able to build great buildings are there.
And alongside are sympathetic employers, critics, editors like Arkin, the
editor of Pravda^ and many others, among whom the heads of their fine
arts academies may be included although now, as here> on the side of
reaction. I hope temporarily.
What a pity that architecture in Soviet Russia is not as free as the man
—so that the millennium might be born at once, where the road is still
more open than anywhere else, without all this wasteful wearisome
temporizing with the old time-lag and back-drag of the human predilec-
tion for ignorance where culture is concerned. It is hard for me to be
reconciled to the delays Russia is experiencing, no matter how cheerfully,
in getting architecture characteristic of her new freedom.
I saw the admirable models for Soviet Russia's new towns and cities in
vartws places—all better than good but too many concessions to the cul-
tural time-lag. I suppose the marvel of it all is that a country so backward
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